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Abstract: We consider the AdS3/CFT2 duality between certain coset WZW theories at
large central charge and Vasiliev 3D higher spin gravity with a single complex field. On the
gravity side, we discuss a higher spin black hole solution with chemical potential coupled to
the spin-4 charge. We compute the perturbative expansion of the higher spin charges and of
the partition function at high order in the chemical potential. The result is obtained with its
exact dependence on the parameter λ characterising the symmetry algebra hs[λ]. The cases
of λ = 0, 1 are successfully compared with a CFT calculation. The special point λ =∞, the
Bergshoeff-Blencowe-Stelle limit, is also solved in terms of the exact generating function
for the partition function. The thermodynamics of both the spin-4 and the usual spin-3
black holes is studied in order to discuss the λ dependence of the BTZ critical temperature
TBTZ(λ). In the spin-3 case, it is shown that TBTZ(λ) converges for large λ to the critical
point of the λ =∞ known partition function previously found by the authors. In the spin-
4 black hole, the picture is qualitatively similar and TBTZ(∞) is accurately determined
by various numerical methods. The analysis of the spin-4 background is completed by
the computation of the scalar propagator at the O(α5) order, which again shows many
similarities with the spin-3 case.
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Gravity theories with interacting higher spin gauge fields plays an important role in the
study of AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2]. With major insight, the authors of [3] proposed
Vasiliev higher spin theory on AdS3 [4, 5] to be dual to a class of coset WZW conformal
theories in certain large-N limit. The gravity side is a topological three dimensional theory
with infinite dimensional gauge symmetry hs[λ] ⊕ hs[λ]. As a consequence of the duality,
the conformal side has chiral algebra W∞[λ].
The gravity theory in the bulk is known to admit black hole solutions with non zero
values of the higher spin charges [6–8]. These black holes are a tool to understand and
probe AdS/CFT duality. Besides, they are interesting in their own because the invariance
under diffeomorphism is enlarged to a higher spin symmetry. Remarkably, it is possible to
describe the thermodynamics of the black hole solutions in quite explicit terms [6, 9]. In
particular, the entropy can be computed from the partition function. Non trivial values
of the higher spin charges are induced by introducing chemical potentials coupled to the
higher spin currents. In the AdS/CFT correspondence, such black holes are interpreted
as states of a dual CFT deformed by an irrelevant operator determined by which chemical
potentials are turned on. The counting of microscopic states can be performed in the CFT
by exploiting the chiral W-symmetry of the conformal theory. The simplest theoretical
framework is the spin-3 black hole where there is a chemical potential sourcing the spin-3
charge. For this problem, the O(α8) expansion of the partition function in powers of the
spin-3 charge chemical potential α [7] has been confirmed by the computations in [10–12] at
generic values of the parameter λ. We remind that λ has the physical role of parametrising
a curve of inequivalent AdS vacua of the theory.
Actually, the dependence on λ is quite interesting and three special values are partic-
ularly intriguing. At λ = 0, 1 the dual conformal theory is free and the partition function
can be computed at all orders. At λ =∞, the Bergshoeff-Blencowe-Stelle limit [13], many
simplifications occur and the limit is non-trivial. The partition function in this regime has
been computed in closed form in [14] and displays a critical point whose physical meaning
will be elucidated in this paper. Also, special resummation properties have been discovered
in the study of the scalar correlator in the spin-3 background [15].
In this paper, we introduce another simple theoretical model that can be studied with
the same techniques developed for the spin-3 black hole. It is a black hole with a chemical
potential for the spin-4 charge. Such a solution has been considered in fixed low N gravity
in [16–19]. Here, we shall present a detailed study of such a solution in hs[λ] by uplifting
the solution in sl(N ) gravity at generic N and identifying N with λ. In particular, we shall
present a high order calculation of the perturbative expansion of the higher spin charges
and the partition function. For the spin-4 black hole, we shall prove agreement with CFT at
λ = 0, 1 thus providing a novel partial check of AdS3/CFT2 duality. Also, we shall discuss
the properties of the λ = ∞ point finding, in particular, the exact generating function of
the partition function.
As a matter of fact, the truncation of the hs[λ] theory to sl(N ) gravity at λ = N is






be inferred from the analysis of the case of integer λ. In particular, the thermodynamics
of higher spin black holes in sl(N ) gravity has been studied in various papers (see for
instance [20]) with much effort in the N = 3 case with spin-3 chemical potential. The
perturbative BTZ branch of the solution admits a critical temperature where a first order
transition is expected to occur and the BTZ branch ceases to exist. In the past, the
dependence of this temperature on N has not been studied in details. Here, we perform
such a study in both the spin-3 and spin-4 black holes. We shall prove that the critical
BTZ temperature exists for all N and converges as N → ∞. In the spin-3 black hole, we
provide accurate numerical results to show that its limit value can be identified with the
critical point of the large λ partition function. In the spin-4 black hole, we demonstrate
that the pattern is the same and that the critical BTZ temperatures converges to a critical
point of the large λ partition function related to the finite radius of convergence of its
perturbative expansion.
The plan of the paper is the following. In section 2, we review the construction of
higher spin black holes in sl(N ) Chern-Simons gravity. In section 3, we present the spin-4
black hole solution in sl(N ) with generic N , thus essentially in hs[λ]. In section 4, we show
the agreement with the gravity partition function and the CFT calculation at N = 0, 1.
In section 6, we present the analysis of the BTZ critical temperature in both the spin-3
and spin-4 black holes with emphasis on its N → ∞ limit. In section 7 we complete
our analysis considering the correlator of scalar field in the spin-4 background. Various
appendices collect technical data and complementary discussions.
2 Higher spin black holes in sl(N )⊕ sl(N ) Chern-Simons gravity
Einstein gravity with a negative cosmological constant can be recast in the form of a
SL(2)× SL(2) Chern-Simons theory [21, 22]. The action is a functional of the sl(2)-valued
1-forms A and A













The Chern-Simons level k, the Newton constant GN, and the AdS3 radius `AdS are related
by k = `AdS/(4GN). The extension from sl(2) to sl(N ), with integer N ≥ 3, is particularly
interesting. It describes a gravity theory where the graviton is supplemented by a tower of
symmetric tensor fields with spin s = 3, 4, . . . ,N . Remarkably, this theory can be viewed
as a truncation of the Chern-Simons action based on the infinite dimensional higher spin
algebra hs[λ] where λ is a positive real parameter determining the gravitational couplings
among the higher spin fields [23, 24]. Upon the choice λ = N , we recover the sl(N ) theory.
Higher spin black holes can be constructed as a suitable generalisation of the BTZ
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where ρ, x± ≡ t± ϕ are the space-time coordinates and the conserved charge L is a linear
combination of the conserved mass and angular momentum charges. The operators V 2s are
generators of sl(2) principally embedded in sl(3) (see appendix A for the notation). It is
convenient to introduce complex coordinates on the fixed-ρ slices with the identification
z ∼ z + 2piτ . The modular parameter τ depends on the temperature and angular velocity
of the black hole [8]. The holonomy of the gauge connection around the above Euclidean
time circle is (notice that here A− = 0)
ω = 2pi (τA+ − τA−). (2.4)
The holonomy has to be trivial if we want to smoothly close the circle at the horizon. This
smoothness condition leads to the spin-2 charge
L = − k
8pi τ2
, (2.5)
and can be alternatively stated in a gauge invariant way as a constraint on the holonomy
eigenvalues.
Similar solutions can be constructed in the sl(N ) theory according to the recipe de-
scribed in [7]. As a first step, one performs a suitable gauge transformation that removes
from the connections any ρ dependence and also sets to zero the ρ component [27]
A = b−1ab+ b−1db. (2.6)









νsWs V s−s+1, (2.7)
where V sm are sl(N ) generators, νs are normalisation constants, and Ws are higher spin
(constant) charges. The flatness condition [a+, a−] = 0 is trivially solved by postulating










The physical meaning of the constants µs is that of chemical potentials acting as sources for
the higher spin charges appearing in a+ (the subleading terms will be discussed later). This
interpretation can be supported by a more constructive approach where one shows that,
for non constant charges Ws = Ws(z, z) and µs = µs(z, z), the bulk equations of motion
reduce to the Ward identities of the asymptotic chiral algebra in presence of deformations
associated with the higher spin fields [6]. The standard way to fix the charges as functions of
the chemical potentials is to impose smoothness of the horizon in the form of the following
(infinite) set of equations [6, 9]













These holonomy conditions must be consistent with thermodynamics. In other words, we
want to interpret the black hole solution as a saddle point contribution to a microscopic
partition function of the form (holomorphic part only)
Z(τ, µ2, . . . ) = Tr
[
e4pi
2i(τ L̂+∑s µsŴs)] = eS+4pi2 i (τL+∑s µsWs), (2.10)
where S is the entropy in the holomorphic formalism.1 By consistency, the following







Actually, these conditions are quite strong. We shall exploit them in the analysis of the
spin-4 black hole studied in this paper. In particular, they will fix the structure of the
various terms in the connection including the subleading terms.
2.1 The spin-3 black hole
The previous discussion can be made definite by considering the spin-3 black hole intro-
duced in [7]. This is a solution with a non trivial spin-3 charge W associated with the
chemical potential α. The solution has been discussed for the hs[λ] invariant theory, and
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piW
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V 3−2 + J4 V 4−3 + J5 V 5−4 + · · · ,
a− = µκ(N ) a2+
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traceless
, τ µ = α.
(2.12)
where the normalisation κ(N ) =
√
20
N 2−4 simplifies the comparison with the sl(3) results
of [6, 9] and is also adopted in [7]. The analysis of [7, 14] determined the high order
expansion of the charges as power series in α whose coefficients are explicit functions of
N . The integrability conditions (2.11) are satisfied and the partition function logZ can
be computed. Remarkably, it is possible to take the N →∞ limit of various quantities in
closed form. In particular, it was found that (k = 1)
logZN=∞(τ, α) =
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1It has been shown in [28, 29] that the associated entropy does not agree with the canonical entropy.
The discrepancy is clarified [30, 31] where thermodynamical variables are defined so that the canonical













In section 6, we shall explore and clarify the physical interpretation of this singularity.
3 The spin-4 black hole
A black-hole solution with a spin-4 source has been considered in [16–19] at N = 4, 5.
Here, we propose the general form of the solution for generic N , including the uplift to























3N 2 − 7
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)
, τ µ = α.
(3.1)
This expressions contains arbitrary normalisations of the charges and the chemical poten-
tial. We choose the coefficient of the a3+ term in the
′−′ component to be κ2 in analogy with
the spin-3 case. This choice will guarantee in the end a smooth limit for N → ∞. Once
these normalisations are fixed, everything is determined by the integrability conditions.
They determine, in particular, the peculiar coefficient in front of the linear term ∼ a+ in
a−. As a final remark, we notice that all the odd spin charges are zero in this solution.
This is due to the fact that the source is associated with the (even) spin-4 field.
3.1 Perturbative expansion
We have solved the holonomy equations for our solution and the general form of the ex-









, s = 2, 4, 6, . . . . (3.2)
The functions Js,n(N ) are rational functions of degrees [d1 : d2] where
[d1 : d2] =

[2n− 2 : 2n− 2] , s = 2,
[2n : 2n] , s = 4,
[2n− s+ 2 : 2n] , s ≥ 6.
(3.3)
This means that L , J4, and N s−2 Js (s ≥ 6) admit a smooth non trivial limit as N →∞.
Many terms Js,n are reported in appendix B. Also, some features of the rational functions






the spin 2, 4, 6 charges
L = − k
8piτ2
− 3k
(N 2 − 9)
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(N 2 − 4)3 τ15
) + 44α4 (78N 4 − 4764N 2 + 83933)




14N 6 − 1363N 4 + 49472N 2 − 649951)
(N 2 − 4)5 τ21 +O(α
6). (3.6)
The expansions trivialise at N = 3 as it should be. The condition ∂αL = ∂τJ4 is indeed
satisfied and implies that
J4,n(N ) = − n+ 1
3n+ 4
Ln+1(N ), n ≥ 1 . (3.7)
A partition function can be defined integrating the relation




logZN (α, τ), (3.8)
that simply implies










4 CFT calculation of the partition function at N = 0 and 1
Our perturbative calculation provides the partition function with its explicit dependence
on N order by order in α/τ3. This allows to perform an important check of AdS3/CFT2
duality. The generic N result can be uplift to the theory with symmetry hs[λ]⊕hs[λ] where
λ = N . According to [3], the dual conformal theory has chiral symmetry algebra W∞[λ].
This infinite dimensional algebra admits a free boson (fermion) realisations at λ = 1 (0).
Thus, the partition function evaluated at these special values of N can be matched to a
CFT calculation in such simple theories. This calculation has been performed in [7] for the






4.1 Free bosons, N = 1





























































The theory of D free complex bosons ϕi, i = 1, . . . D, has W∞[1] symmetry and central
charge c = 2D [32, 33]. The algebra can be recast in the linear form WPRS∞ with quadratic
currents [34]. The first cases are [35] (see also the discussion in [36])
W (2) ≡ T = − : ∂ϕj∂ϕj : ,
W (3) = −2 : (∂ϕj∂2ϕj − ∂2ϕj∂ϕj) : ,
W (4) = −16
5
: (∂ϕj∂3ϕj − 3∂2ϕj∂2ϕj + ∂3ϕj∂ϕj) : .
(4.2)
The partition function evaluated with the insertion of the zero mode of W (4) is2










Adapting the calculation of [7], this can be written in the high temperature limit τ → 0
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, a = − 5
3pi2
. (4.4)







The integral can be evaluated by the methods described in [14] and we obtain the exact
expansion
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where Bn are Bernoulli numbers. The current W
4 is not Virasoro primary, but can be made
































































Going to the limit τ, α→ 0 with fixed α/τ3, most terms are subleading and the surviving
contributions (the most singular terms for τ → 0) agree with (4.1). We have checked the
agreement up to the available order O(α18). For the following discussion, it is convenient
to introduce a notation for the operation in (4.6) followed by the high temperature limit.
To this aim, let us consider the partition function at a certain N (we shall be interested





. For such a function,
we introduce the operator Sγ by the definition


















a transformed f → f˜ . The result at N = 1 is thus
logZN=1(τ, α) = S 2
3






4.2 Free fermions, N = 0





























































The theory of D free complex fermions hasW1+∞ symmetry and central charge c = D [37].
The W1+∞ algebra has currents with spin 1, 2, 3, . . . and leads to W∞[0] by imposing
a constraint that eliminates the spin-1 current. In the black hole with spin-3 chemical
potential this was achieved by introducing a further chemical potential for the spin-1 charge
and requiring that charge to vanish. In the spin-4 black hole solution considered here, this
is not necessary since parity automatically sets it to zero. In close analogy to the previous
bosonic case, and using the same notation, the high temperature limit τ → 0 of the partition
function with the insertion of the non-primary spin-4 charge is now












, a = − 5
4pi2
. (4.11)
Again, the integral can be evaluated and we obtain the exact expansion
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Even in this case, the spin-4 current is not Virasoro primary, but it can be made so by
modifying the charge with a term ∼ [W (2)0 ]2. In full details, the partition function is
recovered by the formula
logZN=0(τ, α) = S 7
8






that we have checked up to the order O(α18). This is the same as (4.9) with the simple
replacement 2/3→ 7/8 to take into account the explicit form of the primary spin-4 current
in the free fermionic theory.
5 The partition function at N =∞
By analogy with the spin-3 case, it is interesting to evaluate the partition function in the





























































In this case, we did not succeed in finding a resummation for the above expansion. There-
fore, we cannot identify analytically a critical value for α/τ3 analogous to (2.16). Neverthe-
less, inspired by the simple relations (4.9) and (4.13), we tried to see if a generalisation in
terms of Sγ with a suitable γ happens to simplify the expansion of the partition function.
























































The series in the r.h.s. is simpler than the expansion of the partition function. Indeed,
with some work, it can be resummed in closed form as follows




















































This function is the generating function of logZN=∞ in the sense that the partition function










In appendix D, we collect the extended expansion of logZN=∞(τ, α) up to order O(α33)
computed from the generating function.
As a final important remark, we emphasise that the critical point of F (τ, α) does not
coincide with the radius of convergence of logZN=∞(τ, α) as one could naively guess. The
reason is that the Sγ operation is highly non-trivial and generically changes the radius of
convergence of the series to which it is applied. This statement can be easily checked by
working out simple model functions for the partition function and analysing the associated
series expansions.
6 The BTZ critical temperature of higher spin black holes
6.1 The spin-3 case
As discussed in [20] for N = 3, the holonomy equations admits several branches of solutions
whose physical meaning is quite interesting. In particular, there is a (BTZ) branch which
is associated with the perturbative expansion in α . The BTZ branch can be studied at




, α = τ µ = − i
2pi T
µ. (6.1)
It is found that the BTZ branch exists up to a critical temperature TBTZ . The extension
of these analysis to the spin-3 black hole in sl(N ) can be done analytically at low N ,
but requires some numerics already for moderately large N because of the complexity of
the holonomy conditions. In the following, we shall set µ = 1 without loosing generality
since the holonomy equations determine a critical value of the product µT . Also, there
is symmetry between µ → −µ. We computed accurately the BTZ branch by starting at
T = 0 and increasing it in adaptive steps ∆T using at each step the solution computed at
the previous step. The numerics has been evaluated with typically 60 digits. From (2.16),
we expect to find





In figure 1, we show that BTZ branch for the function L(T ) computed at N = 3, 4, . . . , 13.
Each curve starts from L(0) = 0 and increases along the perturbative expansion up to a
point where the curve develops a vertical tangent. This is the point where a second upper
branch of the holonomy conditions, with L(0) 6= 0, merges with the BTZ branch. The
critical value TBTZ(N ) seems to converge to the expected value which is marked with a



























Figure 1. Spin-3 black hole. BTZ branch for the function L(T ) at N = 3, 4, . . . , 13, from right to
left. The dashed vertical line is placed at the expected asymptotic value TBTZ(N =∞) = 964pi√5 .







Figure 2. Spin-3 black hole. Critical BTZ temperature at N = 3, 4, . . . , 13, from right to left. The
dashed vertical line is placed at the expected asymptotic value TBTZ(N =∞) = 964pi√5 .
The convergence is illustrated graphically in figure 2 where the dashed line is again the
predicted asymptotic value. We extrapolated the sequence {TBTZ(N )} at N = ∞ using
the Bulirsch-Stoer (BST) algorithm discussed in appendix E with the result
TBTZ(∞)|Bulirsch−Stoer = 0.0200(1). (6.4)




= 0.0200183 . . . . In summary, this
analysis has proved that there is a critical value of the temperature for each N and that
the sequence of values TBTZ(N ) converges to the analytical prediction. As N increases,
the curves collapse to a smooth curve of finite length. This is consistent with the N =∞

















Figure 3. Spin-4 black hole. Domb-Sykes estimate of the BTZ temperature versus 1/N . Data
points correspond to N = 30, 40, 50, 80, 150, 300, 1000, 3000 from right to left. These values are
replaced in the perturbative series for the partition function and an estimate of the radius of
convergence is done as explained in the text. The dashed line is at TDS and guides the eye to show
convergence.




















































































6.2 The spin-4 case
In the spin-4 case, we expect the same qualitative picture to be valid for the BTZ branch.
However, there is no available closed form for the partition function not even in the large
N limit. Nevertheless, we can take the perturbative expansion of logZ at a certain N
and estimate the critical temperature by identifying it with the radius of convergence of
the perturbative series. This is done by plotting a Domb-Sykes plot [38] where the ratio
of subsequent coefficients of the power series is studied as a function of the inverse of
their index. If a linear trend is asymptotically observed, then its intercept determines
the convergence radius. Doing this exercise, and taking |µ| = 1, we obtain figure 3. The
dashed line is placed at TDS which is obtained from the Domb-Sykes extrapolation of the
remarkably long series at N = ∞ reported in appendix D. It can be determined rather
accurately and reads
TDS = 0.033184(5). (6.6)
The exact determination of the critical temperature at fixed moderate N can be done














Figure 4. Spin-4 black hole. Some branches of the function L(α) at N = 5, τ = 1, including the
BTZ branch which is the upper curve. There are two asymmetric singular values where the curve
has a vertical tangent.
already noted in [18]. In the spin-3 case, the partition function is an even function of
α/τ2 = −2pi i µT . Hence, the sign of µ is irrelevant. Here, the partition function is a
function of α/τ3 = 4pi2 µT 2. So, changing the sign of µ allows to explore the partition
function at different signs of α/τ3. Now, the convergence radius of the partition function is
the value of |α/τ3| at the singularity which is nearest to the origin. It turns out that there
are two almost symmetric singularities according to the sign of α/τ3. This is illustrated
in figure 4 where we plot the branches of the function L(α/τ3) at τ = 1 and N = 5. The
BTZ branch is the upper curve and has the property of being finite at α = 0, according to
the perturbative expansion that we derived. It exists up to a critical value that is different
on the two sides of the figure. The convergence radius of the perturbative series is clearly
the one on the left, that is the nearest to the origin. In conclusion, a proper choice of the
sign of µ is required if we want to identify the convergence ratio with the N → ∞ limit
of the critical temperatures of the BTZ branch. We have analysed this issue and found
that µ < 0 is correct. Thus, in the following we shall take µ = −1. Of course, the picture
at µ > 0 is similar, but without coincidence between TBTZ(∞) and the partition function
convergence radius.
Again, there is a BTZ branch that stops at a certain TBTZ(N ). This is illustrated in
figure 5, quite similar to figure 1, although with a different position of the vertical dashed


























Figure 5. Spin-4 black hole. BTZ branch for the function L(T ) at N = 4, . . . , 13, from right to
left. The dashed vertical line is placed at the estimated asymptotic value TDS.








Figure 6. Spin-4 black hole. Critical BTZ temperature at N = 4, . . . , 13, from right to left. The
dashed line is placed at the estimated asymptotic value TDS(N =∞).
The convergence of TBTZ(N ) is shown in figure 6, analogous to figure 2. The extrapolation
TBTZ(∞) can be determined by the BST algorithm. We find that the best value of the free
parameter ω, defined in appendix E, is ω∗ ' 0.75. The BST estimate reads
TBTZ(∞)|Bulirsch−Stoer = 0.0331(1), (6.8)
and is in full agreement with the Domb-Sykes values TDS.
7 Scalar propagator in the spin-4 background
To complete our analysis, in this section we present the computation of the correlator for
a scalar field in the higher spin-4 background. We consider the scalar field transforming in
three different representations of the higher spin algebra, and a perturbative expansion of
the correlator up to order O(α5) in the chemical potential. The presentation will closely






presented in section 3, and the gauge choice
Λ0 = aµ x
µ, Λρ = b
−1 ? Λ0 ? b,
Λ0 = aµ x
µ, Λρ = b ? Λ0 ? b
−1.
(7.1)
the general structure of the scalar bulk boundary propagator, for a scalar filed transforming
in some representation of the hs[λ] algebra, is given by:
Φ(z, z, ρ; 0) = e∆ ρ Tr
[
e−Λρ ? c ? eΛρ
]
. (7.2)
From AdS/CFT duality, the boundary two-point correlator between two dual fields at
positive infinity can then be extracted by taking the ρ→ +∞ limit giving
Φ(z, z, ρ; 0) ∼ e−∆ ρ 〈ϕ(z, z)ϕ(0, 0)〉, (7.3)
where ∆ is related to the mass of the scalar by m2 = ∆(∆ − 2) and c denotes a highest
weight of the algebra. Using the fact that c acts as a projector onto the highest weight,
c = |hw〉〈hw|, we can rewrite
Φ(z, z, ρ; 0) = e∆ ρ 〈hw|eΛρ e−Λρ |hw〉, (7.4)
and finally, taking the ρ→ +∞ limit, we get the two point correlator in factorized form as:
〈ϕ(z, z)ϕ(0, 0)〉 = 〈−hw|e−Λ0 |hw〉 〈hw|eΛ0 | − hw〉. (7.5)
Due to this factorization, we can restrict our analysis to the left-moving part. The general
form of 〈ϕ(z, z)ϕ(0, 0)〉 is given by [12]
〈ϕ(z, z)ϕ(0, 0)〉 =
(








and the function R(z, z¯) can be expanded in powers of the ratio α/τ3 as






Technically, the calculation of the various terms in the perturbative expansion exploits the
same techniques used in [15]. As in the spin-3 case, the structure of the terms R(n)(z, z¯)
turns out to be given by a combination of polynomials and simple rational functions depend-
ing only on λ, r(n)(λ), p
(n)
m,k(λ), and trigonometric functions of the Z variable, defined as
Z = z
τ
, Z = z
τ
. (7.8)
























m,k and the r
(n) functions can be fixed evaluating the corrections for a
sufficiently large number of integer values of λ = −N (we pushed the calculation further
to check the consistency). For integer values of λ the algebra becomes finite dimensional,
and one can use the explicit matrix representation of the generators and of the highest
weight c to perform the calculation. We repeated the calculation considering the scalar
field transforming in the fundamental and the 2,3 antisymmetric representations. For a
K−antisymmetric representation (⊗K)A we have
|hwK〉 = 1√
K!
|1〉 ⊗ |2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |K〉+ signed permutations, (7.10)
and finally the matrix element 〈−hw|e−Λ0 |hw〉 is computed by
〈−hwK |e−Λ0 |hwK〉 =
∑
〈N |e−Λ0 |1〉 〈N − 1|e−Λ0 |2〉 · · · 〈N − k + 1|e−Λ0 |k〉, (7.11)
where the sum is over the signed permutations of the labels {1, . . . , k} in the kets. The
explicit form of the obtained polynomials are reported for the three representation in
appendix F.
7.1 Large λ resummation
The limit of large λ (or N ) has interesting similarities with the spin-3 case. Indeed, even
for the spin-4 background it is easy to check that the leading term in the λ → ∞ limit of
the R(n) functions exponentiates. More precisely, the series expansion of the correlators
can be reorganized as










and the leading order resummation


























This function is universal, i.e. it is the same for the three considered representations. The
only explicit dependence on the representation is encoded in the coefficients cr which are
given by
c = − 1
λ2 − 4(λ+ 1)(λ+ 2)(λ+ 3),
c = − 1
λ2 − 4(λ+ 2)(λ+ 3)(λ+ 7),
c = − 1
λ2 − 4(λ+ 3)
(









Up to the common factor − 1
λ2−4 , the origin of these coefficients is the same as in the spin-3
case. They are obtained, working at fixed λ = −N , as a sum of the diagonal elements of
the V 40 element of the algebra. For the K-antisymmetric representation

















(−λ− 2n+ 1) (λ2 − 5λ+ 10n2 − 10(1− λ)n+ 6) , n = 1, . . . ,N . (7.17)
The proposed resummation can be improved introducing some other functions to capture
the subleading terms ρn,m in the expansion. A single function fNLO is sufficient to get a
next-to-leading resummation, while three different function are needed to capture the next
ρn,2 terms, and other two functions to gain another order in the expansion. In particular,
we have






























(−198Z2 + 189 cos(2Z) + 16 cos(3Z) + 6Z(85 sin(Z) + 31 sin(2Z) + sin(3Z)−




(−576Z2 + 9 (15− 68Z2) cos(Z) + (540− 72Z2) cos(2Z)+
6Z(265 sin(Z) + 76 sin(2Z) + sin(3Z)) + 25 cos(3Z)− 700) (7.20)
fN2LO,2(1) = − 596 sin(Z/2)6
(
2
(−7362Z2 + 15Z(1365 sin(Z) + 366 sin(2Z) + 5 sin(3Z))− 9325)+
27
(
175− 564Z2) cos(Z) + 54 (247− 32Z2) cos(2Z) + 587 cos(3Z)) (7.21)
fN2LO,2(2) = − 548 sin(Z/2)6
(−49932Z2 + 27 (505− 1932Z2) cos(Z) + 54 (847− 116Z2) cos(2Z)+
6Z(22935 sin(Z) + 6438 sin(2Z) + 103 sin(3Z)) + 2237 cos(3Z)− 61610) (7.22)
fN2LO,2(3) = − 532 sin(Z/2)6
















3357Z2 + 2755) cos(2Z) + 3Z (22394 sin(Z)+
484 sin(2Z)− 6291 sin(3Z)− 1106 sin(4Z)− 13 sin(5Z)+
12Z (319 cos(3Z) + 27 cos(4Z) + 2Z(18 sin(Z) + sin(2Z))(2 cos(Z) + 3)2)))) . (7.23)







The aim of this paper has been twofold. First, we have introduced a novel higher spin black
hole solution in hs[λ] gravity with a chemical potential coupled to the spin-4 charge. Our
approach has been that of working in sl(N ) gravity and to uplift the results to hs[λ]. We
derived the expansion of the partition function (and of the various higher spin charges) in
powers of the chemical potential. At λ = 0, 1, we have been able to test our results against
a free CFT computation. At generic λ, it would be very interesting to repeat the analysis
of [12] to see how agreement is found in full details.
The second part of the paper dealt with the thermodynamical properties of the black
hole solutions at increasing integer λ. We showed that, both in the standard spin-3 and in
the proposed spin-4 solutions, there is a critical BTZ temperature TBTZ(λ) converging for
λ→∞ [13] to a finite limit. In the spin-3 case, we showed that this asymptotic temperature
is associated with the critical point previously found in the partition function at λ =∞. In
the spin-4 case, we showed that the picture is qualitatively similar. By accurate numerical
methods, we determined the value of TBTZ(∞) proving that, again, it agrees with the radius
of convergence of the perturbative expansion of the partition function.
A Notation for the sl(N) generators
The generators of sl(N) in the fundamental representation are N ×N matrices V sm labeled
by a spin and a mode index with s ≥ N and |m| < s. The generators of the canonical sl(2)








− n, (V 21 )n+1,n = −√(N − n)n, (V 2−1)n,n+1 = √(N − n)n. (A.1)
The other generators are built according to









B List of rational functions Js,n(N )
In this section we list the explicit expressions of the rational functions in (3.2). For the first
two charges J2,J4 the rational functions are related, due to the integrability constraint,
see (3.7). For J2, we have
J2,0 = − k
8pi
, J2,1 = 0, (B.1)
and then the generic form of the functions J2,n(N ), with n = 2, 3, . . . , is given by:
J2,n(N ) = k
pi
N 2 − 9






where the polynomials Pn(N ) are
P2 = N 2−19,
P3 = 6N 4−203N 2+1841,
P4 = 11N 6−652N 4+13338N 2−92249,
P5 = 219N 8−18819N 6+647154N 4−10214359N 2+60561949,
P6 = 1536N 10−182045N 8+9298710N 6−248796240N 4+3383195530N 2−18208625939,
P7 = 80661N 12−12491829N 10+880306840N 8−35121988755N 6+811773363240N 4−
10024855124284N 2+50497336769391,
P8 = 25311N 14−4957953N 12+459303411N 10−25382973765N 8+876970502835N 6−
18420055913469N 4+212664969522547N 2−1020906501750709,
P9 = 5157621N 16−1244042667N 14+146286983493N 12−10663638999384N 10+511505520861370N 8−
16074813998708199N 6+315502329306026553N 4−3465461080026919302N 2+
16038334613159801411,
P10= 43348788N 18−12613221348N 16+1833295582573N 14−170175139698053N 12+
10791467710583623N 10−471373487645191887N 8+13841886108589726427N 6−
258188309498734124227N 4+2728801201784225710397N 2−12270580660311002812677,
P11= 373875271N 20−129036127990N 18+22700524809270N 16−2612361851336930N 14+
211415628701703860N 12−12223614161468484033N 10+499042284927517803085N 8−
13918350328643245849780N 6+249470428591687303753995N 4−2556920332264806903099715N 2+
11233254880839323385656071,
P12= 131833590N 22−53221761593N 20+11141112750572N 18−1556218041912702N 16+
156470911563895957N 14−11560639992369247612N 12+625038730778776157706N 10−
24229709614090193714603N 8+648768868368037849785923N 6−11260481542076455071052893N 4+
112552589787965953466039948N 2−485070302952408138264346901,
P13= 108550695253N 24−50658748999859N 22+12441179212060753N 20−2073371146478408315N 18+
253557720211745403685N 16−23305692981728634874474N 14+1611172573264592442732782N 12−
82710313469982046488800314N 10+3076352460580728720146082635N 8−
79680321365763415641963276515N 6+1346767858074353279897569700473N 4−
13182874935695491957657605066059N 2+55905962753687103934410413898883 , (B.3)
and the coefficients c2 read
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
c2,n − 32 10 −26 192 −152 352 −8007 6400 −39687 87047 −189447 10240007
(B.4)







(N 2 − 4) s2−1+k
, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (B.5)














78N 4−4764N 2+83933) ,
P6,5 = −4400
(





19389N 8−2637364N 6+152135999N 4−4252401229N 2+47014737269) ,
P6,7 = −3520
(










4054056N 14−1134423548N 12+156429543836N 10−13349194908765N 8+





73069689N 16−24584449428N 14+4183428646012N 12−455943107530981N 10+





1782317306N 18−708437646651N 16+145404632545851N 14−19624311623157486N 12+






1158640865382N 20−536336690469580N 18+130412248181584215N 16−









1918345708356N 22−1021942827486504N 20+290129231204176980N 18−















7956N 6−1140042N 4+63052673N 2−1301155829) ,
P8,7 = 1280
(
34986N 8−6854386N 6+585653876N 4−24876206271N 2+428626161731) ,
P8,8 = −320
(











157017168N 12−49358957802N 10+7568241995020N 8−698742495681915N 6+




3227381388N 14−1226298153654N 12+234631528568703N 10−28288801525403720N 8+








110576466N 16−49747770072N 14+11546718838718N 12−1744763826061109N 10+





341489933652N 18−179000572098642N 16+49346093247710917N 14−
































2135187054N 12−883423972431N 10+180538974433860N 8−22461662733198920N 6+




3920605689N 14−1938905021662N 12+488479935450759N 10−78315272143852160N 8+



















































C Properties of the zeroes of Js,n(N )
In [14], it was observed that the polynomials appearing in the expansion of the charges
had a certain number of real roots moving toward integer numbers as the degree of the
polynomial increased. Here, we can repeat the same numerical analysis for the polynomials
Pm in the expansion of L. Again, we find some roots approaching integer numbers, as one
can clearly see in the following table where we report for each polynomial the nearest real
root (when present) to 4, 5, . . . .







P8 4.00001737732443553 5.00903114953433 5.59430121473374
P9 4.00000103167653541 4.99890565769590
P10 4.00000004575481496 5.00010499793752 5.91805274953158
P11 4.00000000179973362 4.99999128613680 6.02757081000280 6.43588276581036
P12 4.00000000005775033 5.00000058476395 5.99679058314277
P13 4.00000000000163800 4.99999996556779 6.00040130652251 6.86165207315471
P14 4.00000000000003972 5.00000000172409 5.99995851361281 7.10362284961468 7.22004539884681
P15 4.00000000000000085 4.99999999992356 6.00000376500671 6.99199759082295
P16 4.00000000000000001 5.00000000000296 5.99999970088932 7.00115961192149 7.78990734987434
(C.1)
The interpretation of this property is the same as in [14]. In particular, this property is
related to the the truncation of the underlying W∞ algebra that happens precisely at the






D High order expansion of logZN=∞
The expansions coefficients bn ≡ bn(N = ∞) appearing in (3.9) can be computed by the








































E The Bulirsch-Stoer extrapolation algorithm
An interesting problem in numerical mathematics is that of estimating the asymptotic
value f∞ of a sequence {fn}, given a finite number of terms. The problem is easy when
the sequence is linearly convergent, i.e. satisfies the condition
|ρ| < 1, with ρ = lim
n→∞
fn+1 − f∞
fn − f∞ . (E.1)
In this case rigorous theorems provide the existence of algorithms that accelerate the
asymptotic convergence of any such sequence. In the logarithmically convergent case,
ρ = 1, there is not any method that can guarantee the acceleration of a generic se-
quence. However, efficient acceleration algorithms exist if if one selects a restricted class
of logarithmically convergent sequences. A widely considered case is that of sequences
fn ∼ f∞ + a1n−ω1 + a2n−ω2 + . . . where 0 < ω1 < ω2 < . . . are positive exponents. They
have ρ = 1, but can be treated with the so-called BST algorithm [39]. It is convenient
to introduce a generic small parameter h and consider a function f(h) with the following
asymptotic expansion as h→ 0
f(h) = f(0) + a1h
ω1 + a2h
ω2 + · · · , 0 < ω1 < ω2 < · · · . (E.2)
Now, suppose that the following set of pairs is available
{(hn, f(hn))}0≤n<N , 0 < hN < hN−1 < · · · < h0. (E.3)
The BST algorithm estimates f(0) by constructing a improved sequences whose conver-
gence is accelerated with respect to the initial sequence. Technically, one builds a grid
{fn,m}0≤n<N,−1≤m<N where the initial values are
fn,−1 = 0, fn,0 = f(hn), (E.4)
and the next ones are computed by iterating with respect to m the relation












where ω is a positive real number which is a free parameter of the algorithm.
After that the BST grid has been computed for a certain ω, the best choice ω = ω∗ is
the one that makes the last generated sequences (i.e. fn,m with m = N − 1, N − 2, . . . )
as flat as possible. A measure of the “non-flatness” of the last sequences is typically built














F Explicit form of the p
(n)
m,k polynomyals


































λ3 + 6λ2 + 101λ+ 516
)
p(2)0,4 = − 3
32
(









7λ3 + 110λ2 + 607λ+ 1140
)
p(2)1,4 = − 3
16
(











































(−44λ6 − 2085λ5 − 40559λ4 − 416925λ3 − 2315741λ2 − 6485790λ− 7115976)





















































































(−203λ6 − 7764λ5 − 121754λ4 − 993468λ3 − 4440359λ2 − 10294704λ− 9669108)






p(3)3,7 = − 9
512
(λ+2)2(λ+3)2(λ+9)2



































































































































































































































For the 2-antisymmetric representation, the polynomials and the rational functions in

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































21λ5 + 761λ4 + 11157λ3 + 80227λ2 + 278346λ+ 370536
)
p(2)1,4 = − 9
16
(
21λ5 + 755λ4 + 10617λ3 + 71665λ2 + 232446λ+ 290760
)
p(2)1,6 = − 3
32
(


































337λ8 + 20109λ7 + 549770λ6 + 8875782λ5 + 91221613λ4 + 601341537λ3






2702λ8 + 167169λ7 + 4603140λ6 + 72907062λ5 + 719960058λ4 + 4498517517λ3
+17241476804λ2 + 36875408124λ+ 33597115184
)
p(3)0,5 = − 27
128
(
44λ8 + 2763λ7 + 79760λ6 + 1353474λ5 + 14499216λ4 + 98563359λ3
+409432228λ2 + 942296148λ+ 916163728
)
p(3)0,7 = − 27
512
(
121λ8 + 7287λ7 + 193770λ6 + 2938626λ5 + 27522509λ4 + 161981091λ3





(−1331λ8 − 74217λ7 − 1744110λ6 − 22633566λ5 − 178052319λ4 − 872004381λ3
−2602364432λ2 − 4334501532λ− 3088641392)
p(3)1,1 = − 9
128
(
1113λ8 + 67406λ7 + 1841466λ6 + 29299668λ5 + 293793985λ4 + 1879311718λ3






2491λ8 + 152247λ7 + 4304862λ6 + 72075666λ5 + 767287695λ4 + 5216545491λ3






219λ8 + 13303λ7 + 360798λ6 + 5647314λ5 + 55237295λ4 + 342539219λ3






561λ8 + 32887λ7 + 837402λ6 + 12039186λ5 + 106448645λ4 + 591402611λ3






121λ8 + 6627λ7 + 151722λ6 + 1907706λ5 + 14487645λ4 + 68265231λ3











441λ8 + 26855λ7 + 738544λ6 + 11847870λ5 + 119971301λ4 + 775731575λ3






995λ8 + 60087λ7 + 1627314λ6 + 25544226λ5 + 251710287λ4 + 1578668691λ3






129λ8 + 7697λ7 + 202130λ6 + 3033126λ5 + 28275141λ4 + 166816061λ3






λ2 + 15λ+ 46
) (
75λ6 + 3196λ5 + 55482λ4 + 501812λ3







λ2 + 15λ+ 46
) (
11λ5 + 387λ4 + 5017λ3 + 30769λ2 + 89756λ+ 100332
)
p(3)3,1 = − 27
128
(
207λ8 + 12477λ7 + 336084λ6 + 5237946λ5 + 51230155λ4 + 319134861λ3
+1226675786λ2 + 2643512892λ+ 2434864008
)
p(3)3,3 = − 9
256
(
609λ8 + 36387λ7 + 964296λ6 + 14691606λ5 + 139751469λ4 + 844275651λ3





9λ8 + 531λ7 + 13624λ6 + 198198λ5 + 1783573λ4 + 10139763λ3
+35482530λ2 + 69752196λ+ 58899272
)




λ2 + 15λ+ 46
)3
































+35439871551λ6 − 365842502335λ5 − 6834256294881λ4 − 49925137580960λ3


































































































































































































87λ11 + 7155λ10 + 266123λ9 + 5910407λ8 + 87080557λ7 + 893245233λ6












λ2 + 15λ+ 46
)4 (











The last two functions appearing in equation (7.18) are given by:




















Z sin(Z) + 4281
16





Z sin(4Z) + 489
128




























Z4 cos(5Z) + 1104363
64





Z3 sin(3Z) + 3411
8










Z2 cos(2Z) + 2589165
256
Z2 cos(3Z) + 230895
128
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